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Natan Sharansky On Democracy And Peace
The death of Yasser Arafat provides an opportunity for peace
between Israel and a new state of Palestine, but only if the peace
process is linked to genuine freedom and democracy for the
Palestinians, writes Natan Sharansky. Go and read it all.
Then buy the book.
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This book?
(Not that that report is credible: everyone knows Bush can't read.)
by Kevin on Mon, 11/29/2004 - 20:57 | reply

The Case For Democracy
I am so admired by the book (The Case for DEmocracy ) and want
to express my deep impression about that book . I greet the Author
( Natan Sharansky ) for his interest in liberating the opressed
Peoples world wide and in the Middle East in particular . Most of the
points mentioned in the book describes exactly waht was happening
in Iraq under the tyranny and Terror of Saddam Hussein's regime ,
and the differences between the Fear and Free Societies and the
effect of the Freedom on my life in Iraq even though the evilish
campaign to repress Iraqi Freedom . I hope that the Free World ,
led by the United States , would take the advantage from this great
thinker and get the Moral Clarity to see the evil , so as to support
the dissidents and freedom lovers around the world who are fighting
tyranny and terror in the non-democratic regimes and those are
confronting evil .President George W. Bush & PM Tony Blair were
the only two who have this moral Clarity -as the graet author saw and liberated me and my own people , the Iraqi People .
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